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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Illumination function shape and detector point spread function
By means of the asymmetric mask design here presented it is possible to generate illumination functions (IFs) that are relatively
shifted one with respect to the other, thus enabling the acquisition of intensity projections at complementary illumination
conditions without requiring movements of the imaging system. In the experimentally measured IFs (see Fig. 1(c) in the main
text) a change in shape, as well as a lateral shift, can be observed. This is entirely due to the cross-talk between adjacent pixels.
In the ideal case where each pixel is completely independent from its neighbours the only effect of the asymmetric design is
that of shifting the IFs. When the pixels are not independent one to each other, the IFs are subject to a change in shape (possibly
asymmetric). This is demonstrated by the plots in Fig. S1. Figure S1(a) shows that, by including the detector point spread
function (PSF)1 in the simulation of the experimental setup,2 the changes in shape as well as the lateral shifts of the IFs are well
matched. In addition, Fig. S1(b) shows that the ideal case simulation (no cross-talk between pixels) closely reproduces the
experimental IFs acquired by using the direct conversion single-photon-counting detector.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Comparison of the experimental data and simulations. (a) indirect conversion detector IFs
against the numerical simulation that includes the pixel cross-talk due to the shape of the detector PSF. (b) direct conversion
detector IFs against the numerical simulation that assumes an ideal pixel behaviour (box PSF with no cross-talk).
It should be noted, however, that the changes in the shape of the IF are not a problem from a practical point of view. So
long their shape is known, they can be measured and this information fed into the retrieval algorithm3 leading to quantitatively
accurate results.
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